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The methods described by Bluman & Cole (1974) are used to derive the infinitesimals 
of the general invariance group of the unsteady, two-dimensional, stream-function 
equation for the case where the kinematic viscosity v is equal to a constant and the 
case where v = 0. The infinitesimals in each case involve ten independent parameters, 
seven of which appear explicitly and three of which are contained implicitly in three 
arbitrary functions of time. The various finite groups and similarity transformations 
which may be derived from the infinitesimals are discussed through examples. Two of 
the arbitrary functions of time are non-trivial and represent invariance of the stream-
function equation under a transformation to a co-ordinate system which moves in 
a non-uniform irrotational fashion. A general similarity form is derived for which the 
equations dxfdt = u(x, y, t) and dyfdt = v(x, y, t) for the particle paths may be reduced 
to an autonomous system. This form is general enough to suggest the hypothesis that, 
under certain restrictions, the entrainment processes of unsteady flows dominated 
by two-dimensional large-scale motions may be :displayed diagrammatically on 
a phase-plane plot of particle trajectories. 
1. Introduction 
It has been known for some time that the process of Reynolds averaging hides from 
view many of the salient features of turbulent flow. There is now strong evidence which 
suggests that a wide variety of turbulent shear flows, once thought to consist of un-
differentiated masses of randomly moving, vorticity-bearing fluid elements, are 
actually dominated by large-scale, often two-dimensional, unsteady motions which 
are not random. The most notable example is the experiment by Brown & Roshko 
(1974), who discovered large eddies in a fully developed mixing layer. The effect of this 
work has been to motivate a renewed interest in the general problem of the unsteady 
flow of an incompressible fluid in two dimensions. 
There are several corollaries to the coherent-eddy picture of turbulent shear flow. 
To begin with, the problem becomes much more complicated since any description of 
the flow must include the fundamental unsteadiness. Furthermore, since instantaneous 
velocity fluctuations in the x andy directions may be of the same order, the traditional 
boundary-layer approach must be replaced by an examination of the complete equa-
tions of motion. On the other hand, since the eddies are convected by the main flow, 
one might hope to simplify things a bit by moving in a co-ordinate system whose origin 
was somehow fixed to an eddy. Lastly the message which comes through in the 
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photographs of the mixing layer by Brown & Roshko (1974), the photographs of the 
wake by Zdravkovich (1969), photographs of the early region of jets and many other 
pictures of unsteady fluid flows is the message of symmetry. The existence of an array 
of vortex structures, given certain boundary conditions and the requirement of 
continuity, imposes certain compatibility conditions on the flow. Entrainment of 
free-stream fluid occurs as a natural consequence of the induced motions of the large 
eddies and the compatibility conditions are manifested in terms of points of fluid 
accumulation. For example, when the velocity field in the near wake of a circular 
cylinder is viewed from a frame of reference moving with a vortex (Cantwell197 5) the 
result is a slowly varying pattern of centres and saddles. 
This paper is concerned, in one way or another, with each of the above corollaries. 
To begin with, there is a growing number of experimenters, sometimes called eddy 
chasers,t who are trying to map large eddy motions in space as well as time; see, for 
example, Browand (1975, mixing-layer measurements), Fiedler (1975, mixing-layer 
measurements), Cantwell (1975, cylinder near-wake measurements), Cantwell, Coles & 
Dimotakis (1977, turbulent-spot measurements), Coles & Barker (1975, turbulent-
spot measurements), Wygnanski, Sokolov & Friedman (1976, turbulent-spot measure-
ments) and Turner (1964, turbulent spherical-vortex model). The eddy chasers face the 
practical problem of collapsing onto a two-dimensional plot measurements or com-
putations made in a three-dimensional space; there is a need for finding similarity 
transformations which reduce the number of independent variables in the problem. 
Furthermore, the velocity field, which is the quantity one is usually concerned with, 
depends on the motion of a moving frame of reference and therefore may lead to con-
flicting or erroneous conclusions when used to argue the disposition of the large eddies; 
there is a need for understanding the relationship between the frame of reference of 
a moving observer and the unsteady flow being observed. Finally, the entrainment 
process, which is an essential part of literally all unconfined turbulent shear flows, 
can properly be described only in terms of particle paths, the computation of which 
may present formidable analytical difficulties even if the unsteady velocity field is 
known exactly (Hama 1962). We may hypothesize that approximating the flow field 
by a similarity form might prove helpful in this regard even if the similarity were not 
exact, but could be applied only over a limited space, of the order of one or two eddy 
lengths, and/or for a limited period of time, comparable to the lifetime of an eddy. To 
see how this might work, imagine an observer moving in a co-ordinate system with 
origin attached to the centre of an eddy defined, say, by a peak in the vorticity field or 
a minimum in the pressure field. In such a system the flow, locally, would be quasi-
steady; the eddy would be growing in size and, for times small compared with its 
lifetime, might remain relatively undistorted by neighbouring eddies. If one could fit 
a similarity form to the stream function over this limited region of the flow, then the 
problem of computing particle paths might be considerably simplified. The possibilities 
of this approach to the entrainment problem will be addressed in the latter part of this 
paper. 
First, the problem of proper frames of reference and the symmetry properties of 
two-dimensional unsteady flows is approached through the theory of Lie groups. The 
t Invariably the eddy chaser is a cartoonist whose sketches of the whorls and convolutions 
of vortex flows are at once informative because they show how the flow must go and frustrating 
because they defy definition. This paper describes a possible escape from this dilemma. 
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methods described by _Bluman & Cole (1974) are used to derive the infinitesimals of 
the general invariance group of the stream-function equation for the case where the 
kinematic viscosity vis equal to a constant and the case where v = 0 (Euler's equation). 
The infinitesimals in each case involve ten independent parameters, seven of which 
appear explicitly and three of which are contained implicitly in three arbitrary once-
differentiable functions of time. The various finite groups implied by the infinitesimals 
are discussed. Two of the arbitrary functions of time contained in the infinitesimals 
are non-trivial and represent in variance of the stream-function equation under a trans-
formation to a co-ordinate system which moves in a non-uniform irrotational fashion. 
The infinitesimals are used to derive a few of the possible similarity transformations 
which the equation will admit, and for one rather general case it is shown that the 
equations for the unsteady particle paths may be reduced to an autonomous system. 
The reader who is unfamiliar with group theory may wish to refer to the introductory 
works of Birkhoff (1950), Hansen (1964) and especially Cohen (1911). A thorough 
treatment of group methods using infinitesimal transformations may be found in 
Ovsjannikov (1962) and a comparison of methods using finite and infinitesimal 
transformations may be found in Woodard & Ames (1971). Ames (1972) contains 
a survey of group methods, along with a valuable bibliography on the subject. Trans-
formation techniques have been applied to related problems by Strumpf ( 1964) and 
Rosen & Ullrich (1973). 
2. The problem 
The motion of an incompressible constant-property fluid in two dimensions is 
described by the stream-function equation 
V2ift+ifv V2ifx-ifx V2ifv = vV4if (V2 = fJ21fJx2+o21fJy2), (1) 
where the stream function if is defined by u = oif 1 ay and v = - oif 1 ax in order to 
satisfy the continuity equation identically. We wish to compute the various trans-
formation groups which leave the functional form of ( 1) invariant. The infinitesimals 
derived from these groups may be used to find similarity transformations of the form 
if= g(x, y, t, O(x, y, t), rp(x, y, t), F(O, rp)), (2) 
which, when substituted into (1), lead to a new partial differential equation for Fin 
terms of() and rp, and thus to a reduction in the number of independent variables from 
three to two. 
The application of such transformations to specific cases requires that the boundary 
curves and the functions of 1/f specified on them satisfy the same conditions of in-
variance. However, the effort in this paper will be restricted to the determination of 
similarity transformations, not similarity solutions. 
3. The invariance condition 
Consider one-parameter Lie groups of the form 
The surface 
x' = X(x, y, t, if; e), y' = Y(x, y, t, if; e),} 
t' = T(x, y, t, if; e), 1/f' = 'Y(x, y, t, 1/f; e). 
F(x, y, t, if) = 0 
(3) 
(4) 
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is said to be invariant under the transformation (3) if, upon application of (3), F is 
mapped onto itself, so that 
F(x', y', t', ljr') = F(x, y, t, ljr). (5) 
This is equivalent to requiring that the function F reads the same when unprimed 
variables are exchanged for primed ones. If we expand (3) about the identity element 
(which can always be arranged to bee= 0) then the corresponding infinitesimal trans-
formation results: 
x' = x+e[oXjoe],=0 +0(e2) = x+e;(x,y,t,!fr)+O(e2),} 
y' = y+e[8Yjoe].=0 +0(e2) = y+ep(x,y,t,!fr)+O(e2), 
t' = t+e[oTjoe].=0 +0(e2 ) = t+er(x,y,t,!fr)+O(e2), 
ljr' = !fr+e[o'¥foe].=0 +0(e2) = !fr+en(x,y,t, l/r)+O(e2). 
(6) 
Relations (6) are substituted into the left-hand side of (5) and the result is expanded 
again for small e. If we define the differential operator U as 
then the result is 
e2 ei . 
F(x+e;, y+ep, t+er, !fr+en) = F(x,y, t, ljr) +eUF + 2 ! U2F + ... +Ji U1F + .... 





Equation (9) is the general first-order partial differential equation of a surface F which 
is invariant under the group (3). 
4. Invariant groups of (1) 
In the present work, the invariant groups of ( 1) were determined using the method 
of infinitesimal transformations set forth in Bluman & Cole (1974, part 2). Since the 
method is well established, only the results will be stated here with some further details 
included in the appendix. 
For the case v = 0, (1) is found to be invariant under a ten-parameter group with 
infinitesimals 
~ = ax+by+cty+f1(t)+d, } 
p = -bx+ay-ctx+f2(t)+e, 
T = akt+h, 
rJ = a(2- k) ljr + 1zc(x2 + y2)- j 2(t) x + j 1(t) y + s(t) + p, 
( 10) 
where a dot denotes differentiation with respect to time. The infinitesimals for the 
full viscous equation, v = constant, are identical to (10) with k set equal to 2. This 
group has seven explicit parameters, a, b, c, d, e, hand p, and three implicit para-
meters contained in the arbitrary once-differentiable functions of time j 1(t), f 2(t) and 
s(t). The constant k, which becomes an exponent in the finite stretching transformation 
associated with the parameter a (see §6, example 3), is actually an eighth explicit 
parameter for the case v = 0, although it does not generate a finite transformation of 
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its own. The parameters d, e and p are not essential and could be combined with the 
arbitrary functions of time. See the appendix for some ofthe details leading up to (10). 
Finite groups may be generated from the infinitesimals by means of a power-series 
expansion. Equation (8) showed that the change in the value of a function F under the 
transformation (3) could be expressed in terms of a power series in the operator U 
acting on F. Consider the finite group corresponding to the parameter c. Let F = x, 
Ux = ty, U(Ux) = -t2x etc. The series (8) then becomes 
, ( (ct)3 ) ( (ct)2 (ct)4 ) • 
x = x+y ct-y+ ... +x - 21 +4!- ... = xcos (ct)+ysm(ct). 
Similarly, 
y' = - x sin (ct) + y cos (ct), t' = t, lfr' = lfr + !c(x2 + y2). 
The parameter c corresponds to a transformation to a set of co-ordinates rotating at 




d, e, h,p, 
s(t), 
fl(t), f2(t), 
invariance under stretching (k-exponent), 
invariance under rotation of co-ordinates, 
invariance under translations in x, y, t and lfr, 
addition of an arbitrary function of time to lfr, 
invariance under non-uniform translation. 
The finite transformation corresponding to f 1(t),j2(t) and s(t) is 
x' = x + f 1(t), y: = y ~ f 2(t), t' = t,} 
lfr' = r-f2x+fly+s(t). ( 11) 
Invariance of (1) under the group (11) may be easily checked by direct substitution. 
The function s(t) can be chosen such that (11) is invariant under the binary operation 
of composition. That is, the result of applying two successive transformations, e.g. 
(fvf2 ) followed by, say, (h1 , h2), is equivalent to applying the single transformation 
(fl + hvf2 + h2).t 
The set of transformations ( 11) allows us to describe an unsteady flow in terms of 
a co-ordinate system which convects non-uniformly. This means that we can 'think 
Lagrangian' without actually having to resort to a Lagrangian formulation of the 
equations. In a flow composed of definable vortex structures, we can always think in terms 
of a co-ordinate system which remains attached to some preferred point in a structure such 
as a peak in the vorticity field or a minimum in the pressure field. Within such a 
co-ordinate system we may look for similarity in terms of any of the available groups 
of (10). 
t In moving co-ordinates, the functions f 1 and / 2 in ( 11) enter the momentwn equation as 
virtual body forces ft and ] 2 • For this reason invariance of the momentum equation holds only 
for a Galilean transformation. However, the operation of taking the curl to get the vorticity 
equation causes these forces to drop out. Therefore both the vorticity equation and the stream. 
function equation are invariant in an accelerating frame. 
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5. Construction of similarity variables 
Equation (1) is a surface in a 38-dimensional space which is left invariant under the 
transformations (plus extensions; see appendix) of a ten-parameter group whose 
infinitesimals are given by (10). It is now necessary to show how these infinitesimals 
can be combined with the results of §3 to construct four-dimensional surfaces 
F(x, y, t, ljr) which are invariant under the same group. 
The function F must satisfy the invariance condition (9), which we write as 
oF oF oF oF 
; ox +p oy +r-m+'l/ oljr = o. 
This equation can be replaced by its characteristic equations 
dx dy dt dljr 
y=-p=-:;:=1/ (12) 
In principle, the general solution to (12) can be found. Since the infinitesimals ;, p 
and r are independent of ljr, the solution will involve three constants of integration 
(three invariant surfaces). The first two are obtained by solving the first two equalities, 
and they become the similarity variables O(x, y, t) and ¢(x, y, t). The third constant is 
obtained by solving the last equality and plays the role of a dependent variable 
F(O, ¢). The order of the equalities in (12) can be taken in several possible ways. 
Suppose that O(x, y, t) is the integral curve of the equality involving g and r and that 
ifJ(x, y, t) is the integral curve of the equality involving p and r. Then x andy can each 
be expressed in terms of 0, ¢and t, say x = rr(O, ¢, t) andy= w(O, ¢, t). Then the last 
equality becomes 
dtjr(t) = dljr /7J(rr, w, t, ljr) 
with the solution G(O, ¢, t, !f) =constant= F(O, ¢), where 0 and ¢ are treated as 
constant during the integration and the function G is known explicitly. Solving for !fr 
gives 
1jr = g(x,y,t,F(O,¢}). (13) 
Equation ( 13) is equivalent to (2) with 0 and¢ replaced by their explicit representations 
in terms of x, y and t. Substitution of ( 13} into ( 1) will accomplish the required reduction 
of variables. 
6. Transformations 
In this section we shall derive some of the similarity transformations which ( 1) will 
admit. It should be emphasized that the phrase 'similarity transformation' applies to 
any functional form for 1jr which accomplishes our purpose of reducing the number of 
independent variables in (1) from three to two. Hence invariance under translations 
in x, y and t (parameters d, e and h) leads to the simple forms ljr(y, t}, ljr(x, t) and ljr(x, y). 
In variance under rotation (parameter b) leads to ljr(x2 + y2, t). 
Generally speaking, the similarity transformations for ( 1) fall into two classes 
depending on whether or not the stretching parameter a and time translation para-
meter h are equal to zero. If both parameters are zero, then r = 0, and t becomes one 
of the similarity variables, the other being some function O(x, y, t). The stream function 
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takes the form ljf = H(x, y, t) + F(O, t), and the reduced equation for F is linear. When 
the parameter a is not equal to zero then both similarity variables depend on the 
space co-ordinates and the reduced equation for F is nonlinear. 
Examples 1 and 2 will illustrate transformations of the first type and examples 3 
and 4 will illustrate transformations of the second type. 
Example 1. Invariance under a transformation to a co-ordinate system which 
moves in an arbitrary irrotational fashion. 
(a) Infinitesimals: 
~ = ft(t), P = f2(t), T = 0, 1J = - J2x+ ftY· 
(b) Characteristic equations: 
dx dy dt dljf 
ft(t) = f2(t) = 0 = - J2x+ AY · 
(c) Similarity variables. Note that if either f 1 or f 2 is zero then the similarity variables 
become (x, t) or (y, t). Integration of the characteristic equations leads to 
We can compute ljf in two ways: 
or 
(i) ljf = Jx (-b x-JJ1 0 +!2{ 1 x) dx + W(O, t) 
x, !t !t ft 
(ii) ljf = (Y (-ft{2y_J2fto+b.y) dy+S(O,t). Jy, !2 !2 !2 
Retaining the obvious symmetry in x andy (with a, fJ constants) gives 
lfr=- a (fd2-J2J1)(x2-x2)- fl (f1J2-J2J1)(y2-y2) 
2(a+fJ) n 0 2(a+fJ) n 0 
a Jd2 ( 2 ) fl J2 ( ) 
- (a+fJ) n X -XoX - (a+fJ)h xy-y0 x 
+ (a:fJ);;(xy-xoy)+ (a:fJ) ]{l(y2-YoY)+F(O,t). 
(d) Reduced equation. Substitution of (14) into (1) gives 
H1(t) + H2(t) OG0 + Gt = vH3(t) G00, 
where HI=- (a~fJ) ~ {(~~-h)~ (fif2)} • 
1 d (1 1) 
H2 =-Jd2 dt (fd2), Ha = n+ n 
and G =(A+/;) POo· 
(14) 
(15) 
At any given instant the curves along which the similarity variable 0 is constant are 
straight lines in the x, y plane whose slope and intercept are defined by the values 
of ! 1 and f 2 (see figure 1 ). 









y= x-8 (2 
FIGURE 1 
Similarity transformations can be produced from the combination of two or more 
groups. 
Example 2. Combine a rotation with a non-uniform translation. 
(a) Infinitesimals: 
g = y+/1(t), p = -x, T = 0, '7 =ft(t)y. 
(b) Characteristic equations: 
dx dy dt dy 
y+ft(t) = -X= 0 = j 1(t)y' 
(c) Similarity variables. Integration of the above equations gives 
0 = x2+(y+JS1.-fi, if>= t. 
Again we can define 1fr in two ways. Combining both gives 
·'~-j /d1{ · -1( y+/1 ) · -1( x )} F(O) 
'I'- lx+ 2 sm (x2+(y+/1)2)! -sm (x2+(y+/l)ll)t + ,t. (16) 
At any given instant, the lines 0 = constant form a set of concentric circles in the x, y 
plane with radii (/i + O)i and centres at (x, y) = (0, - / 1) (see figure 2). 
(d) Reduced equation. Substitution of ( 16) into { 1) leads to 
Gt = 4~>o[(O+fi)G11]j00, (17) 
where G = o[(O+fi)li'o]joO. 
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FIGURE 2 
Example 3. Invariance under stretching. 
(a) Infinitesimals: 
g = X, p = y, T = kt, 'f/ = (2- k) ljr. 
(b) Finite group: 
x' =ax, y' = ay, t' = akt, ljr' = a<z-k>ljr. 
(c) Characteristic equations: 
dx dy dt dlfr 
-x=-y= kt= (2-k)ljr' 
(d) Similarity variables: 
0 = xltllk, ¢> = yltllk, 1fr = t<Z-k)fkF(fJ,¢>). 
(e) Reduced equation. Substitution of (18) into ( l) gives 
-'V2F+(F,p-Oik)'V2F8 -(F8 +¢>1k)'V2F,p = 0, 
where vz = az 1 af)2 + az 1 o¢>2. 
The reduced viscous equation (k = 2) is 
- vzp +(F,p-!0) V2F8 - (F8 +!¢>) 'V2F,p = vV4F. 
Example 4. The general similarity transformation for (1). 
(a) Infinitesimals. Divide (10) through by a and relabel the parameters: 
g = x+by+cty+f1(t), p = -bx+y-ctx+f2(t}, 
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(b) Characteristic equations: 
dx dy dt dlfr 
x+by+cty+f1(t) = -bx+y-ctx+ / 2(t) = kt = (2 -k) lfr+ !c(x2+y2)- j 2(t)x+ j 1(t)y· 
(c) Similarity variables. We need to solve the first two characteristic equations for 
x and y. The two constants of integration that are genera ted will become the similarity 
variables. The problem involves solving the homogeneous adjoint system correspond-
ing to the first two equalities via a series expansion,· from which the solution to the 
inhomogeneous system follows directly. The result after a considerable amount of 
manipulation is 
[ (b In t + ct) . (b In t + ct) ] (}=t-1/k (x-X(t))cos k -(y-Y(t))sm k , (20a) 
1> = t-llk [<x- X(t)) sin (b ln~+ct) + (y- Y(t)) cos e ln~+ct)], (20b) 
and the expression for 1fr is 
1fr = t<2-kllk F({}, 1>) + ;k (x2 + y2)- x [ Y(t) + ~ X(t)] + y [ X(t)- ~ Y(t) J. (20c) 
At intermediate stages in the calculation, X(t) and Y(t) are expressed in terms of 
/ 1(t) and/2(t); however, these expressions become superfluous when the final form (20) 
is reached. 
(d) Reduced equation. Substitution of (20) into (1) give<J 
where 
- V 2F + [F9 - ({} + bif>)lk] V 2F0 - [Ji;; + (¢ -M)Ik] V2F9 = 0, 
v2 = 021 ()(}2 + 021 o¢>2. 
The reduced viscous equation (k = 2) is 
(21) 
-V2F+[F9 -!({}+b¢)]V'2F0 -[F0 +!(¢-M)]V2F¢ = vV4F. (21a) 
The system (20) describes a fairly general unsteady flow in which there may be: 
(i) diffusion according to t11k, 
(ii) non-uniform translation according to X(t) and Y(t), 
(iii) uniform rotation at angular velocity c, 
(iv) rotation at an ever decreasing rate according tobIn t. 
The non-uniform translation and uniform rotation could be introduced directly into 
the transformation (20) from a knowledge of the groups of (10). However, the lnt term 
is new and can be found only by integrating the characteristic equations. 
7. Particle paths 
Consider unsteady motion of a fluid in two dimensions. The pathlines of fluid 
particles are described by the parametric equations 
x(t) = x0 + rt u(x(t), y(t), t) dt, )t, 
y(t) =Yo +Jt v(;r(t), y(t), t) dt, 
lo 
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where u and v are the velocity components running with the particle, and t is the 
parameter along a pathline. The constants (x0 , y0 , t0 ) serve to label the particle. In terms 
of differentials, 
dxjdt = u(x,y,t}, dyjdt = v(x,y,t). (22) 
In general, the solution of the above equations may present considerable analytical 
difficulties. This is particularly so if the functions u and v are defined empirically on 
a grid of data points. However, if the flow can be approximated by a similarity form 
for the stream function then the particle-path equations can be reduced to an autono-
mous system. 
Consider the general form of example 4. Rewrite (22) in terms of the similarity 
variables 0, rp and F. The result after some straightforward manipulations is 
where T = Int. 
dOjdr = Fq,-(O+brp)jk, } 
drpjdr = -[JiO+(rp-bO)jk], (23) 
The value of such a reduction is clear. The solution curves of system (23) form a 
family in the 0, rp plane. Thus, while the co-ordinates of a given particle may vary 
with time, the slopes of particle trajectories in the 0, rp plane are independent of time. 
Particle trajectories never cross except at the critical points (stagnation points, points 
of fluid accumulation) of system (23). Thus the entrainment process for a flow which 
can be described by (20) can be characterized completely in terms of the critical points 
and isoclines of system (23). 
To see how this might work, consider the case b = c = 0. The similarity form (20) 
reduces to stretching and non-uniform translation. The functions X(t) and Y(t) are 
restricted only by the requirement that they be once differentiable; otherwise they 
are arbitrary, and may be used to describe the convective motion of an eddy which 
diffuses according to t11k while maintaining its geometric shape F(O, rp) and orientation. 
In the most general case, the streamline pattern of the eddy may undergo a rotation 
with phase angle (bIn t + ct)jk while convecting and diffusing. The constants b, c and k 
and functions X(t) and Y(t) are all available to fit the functional form (20) to the par-
ticular flow in question. In a flow composed of an array of eddies, these ideas may apply 
locally if the eddies do not interact too strongly. In a mixing layer, for example, 
a large-scale eddy may persist for a certain time before disappearing in a process of 
amalgamation with other eddies to form an eddy of even larger scale (Brown & 
Roshko 1974). One may hypothesize that for the early part of its lifetime, the flow in 
the neighbourhood of the eddy may be approximately described by a stream function 
of the form of (20}. Over the same period, entrainment in the neighbourhood of the 
eddy would be described by a phase-plane plot of particle paths. Such an entrainment 
diagram would be especially useful for understanding how and where fluid is mixed 
by the large-scale motions in a turbulent shear flow. 
There is at least one precedent in the literature of turbulence where this approach 
has been used to describe entrainment. This is Turner's paper {1964, figure 4) on the 
turbulent thermal, in which a similarity form is applied to a rising and expanding 
Hill's spherical vortex. In a recent experiment, Cantwell et al. (1977) were able to fit 
a similarity form to measurements on the plane of symmetry of a turbulent spot. The 
resulting phase-plane plot of particle trajectories was used to obtain quantitative 
information about entrainment along the turbulent interface of the spot. 
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8. Concluding remarks 
The infinitesimals of the general in variance group of the two-dimensional, unsteady, 
stream-function equation have been derived and .a few similarity transformations 
have been described by which the number of independent variables in the equation 
may be reduced by one. The new equation which results from such a transformation 
is a partial differential equation in two independent variables which, like any partial 
differential equation, may admit an infinite number of solutions, thus precluding 
a general discussion of similarity solutions. Rather, the effort here was directed towards 
a more fundamental understanding of the unsteady motion of an incompressible fluid 
in two dimensions, particularly with regard to the problem of solving for particle 
paths. A hypothesis is put forth regarding a diagrammatical approach to the problem 
of entrainment in fluid flows dominated by large-scale, two-dimensional, coherent 
vortex motions. Stated simply, the hypothesis is this: given measurements or 
computations of a two-dimensional unsteady flow field, try to fit a stream function of the 
form (20) with b, c, k, X(t) and Y(t) chosen for a best fit. If good agreement can be found 
over a certain region, then within that region particle trajectories may be described in 
terms of the isoclines and critical points of an autonomous set of ordinary differential 
equations. 
I should like to express thanks to Prof. A. E. Perry, who first convinced me of the 
value of phase-plane diagrams for interpreting fluid flows. This work was supported, 
in part, by the National Science Foundation. 
Appendix. Determination of infinitesimals 
The invariance condition (9) can be extended to higher dimensions, and the higher-
dimensional surface we have in mind is (1). Our objective here is reversed from what it 
was in §5. There the infinitesimals ~' p, rand 1J were known, and the invariant surface 
was unknown. Here the surface ( 1) is known, and the infinitesimals are assumed to be 
unknown. In this context, ( 1) is thought of as an algebraic relation between the various 
partial derivatives of 1/f. It is a surface in a 38-dimensional space. The search for 
invariant groups of ( 1) proceeds with 38-dimensional groups expanded in the form of 
(6) and an invariance condition (9) with 38 terms (only 11 are non-zero). 
Since all but four of the co-ordinates in this space are partial derivatives in the four 
basic variables x, y, t and 1/f, the infinitesimal transformations for those co-ordinates turn 
out to be written in terms of the unknown infinitesimals ~' p, rand 'IJ. This important 
fact makes it possible to use the invariance condition to generate a large number 
of linear partial differential equations which are sufficient to determine ~' p, T and 1'/· 
First it is necefS'l.ry to extend the group (3) to include transformations of all of the 
required derivatives of 1/f. Assume that (3) has been so chosen that the invariance 
condition (9) is satisfied for the surface F(x, y, t, 1/f) = 0, where F is of the form 
F(x, y, t, 1/f) = g(x, y, t) -1/f 
and g(x,y,t) is a solution of (1). Replace 1/f in (3) by g and make the correspondence 
(x,y,t)<-->(x1,x2,x3 ), (~,p,r)<-->(~v~2,~3 ). The infinitesimal transformations (6) become 
x; = x1 + €~1 (x1 , x2, x3 , g)+ O(c2 ) (i = 1, 2, 3), (24a) 
1/f' = g(x1, X 2, x3 ) + €1J(x1, x2, x3 , g)+ O(c2). (24b) 
Two-dimensional, unsteady, stream-function equation 
From (24b) we have 
(sum over i). 
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(25) 
The nine auxiliary derivatives oxjoxj are taken with JjF = g(x1 , x 2 , x3 ) and the remain-
ing primed independent variables x:n (m =1= j) held fixed. From (24a), 
~x! = ~ii- e (~gi + ~~: ~g ) ~x~ + O(e2) (sum over k), (26) 
vXj vXk v'l' vXk vXj 
where ~ii is the Kronecker delta. From (24) we see that two of the terms in the summa-
tion in (26) will be of order £ 2• With these two terms dropped, the remaining terms in 
(26) are rearranged and expanded again for small £ (for cross-derivatives, this re-
arrangement is unnecessary) to give 
oxi = ~ .. _ (agi agi og ) 
a I ~} € <:> + <:>,/r ~ • Xj vx1 vr vx1 
(27) 
When the auxiliary derivatives (27) are substituted into (25) and terms of order e are 
retained, the result is 
where Nxi is given by 
oljF'joxj = ogjoxi+eNxj+0(e2 ), 
N = D1J- Dgk og (sum over k) 
Xj Dxj Dxj oxk 
and the total differential operator is defined as 
D a ag a 
-=-+--Dxj ox1 oxi oljF. 
(28) 
The function Nxi is called the first extension of the group with respect to x1. Second 
extensions refer to the way second partial derivatives transform, third extensions 
refer to third partial derivatives, etc. It is well to remember that the subscripts on 
theN's are labels and do not denote differentiation. Relation (28) is one we can add 
to the list of infinitesimal transformations (24). Bluman & Cole (1974) give a detailed 
generalized account of the apparatus needed for computing the infinitesimals of the 
extended group. In our case, we need consider only one dependent variable. To com-
pute the nth extension, one applies the total differential operator DfDxin to the 
(n-l)th extension ~d.is···in- 1 (each j may refer to any one of the independent 
variables) and adds the term 
ngk i}ng 
-- (sum over k). 
- Dx1n ox11ox1 .... ox1n_ 1 oxk 
We can see from (1) that the extensions Nx, N11 , Nxxt• N1111t> Nxxx• Nxxv• N111111 , N1111x, 
Nxxxx' Nxxvv and N11111111 will be required. Beyond the second order, the expressions 
become extremely long and would add little to the content of this paper except length. 
Notice that the extensions are always linear in the various derivatives of the four 
unknown functions g, p, T and 1J. 
Equation ( 1) is the surface 
(29) 
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and for invariance it must satisfy (9), where the operator includes the infinitesimals 
for the multiply extended group. In other words, the expanded transformation group 
includes (24) plus expressions for the first extensions (28), 
lfr~· = gx + eNx, lfr~· = gu + eNy, 
third extensions ljr~'x't' = gxxt + eNxxt and so on. The invariance condition becomes 
88 88 88 88 88 88 
Nx ;--+NY~+ Nxxt-"- + Nyyt-"-+ Nxxx-"- + Nyyx~g 
vg x vg y vg xxt vg yyt vg xxx v yyx 
88 88 88 88 88 
+Nxxu_<>_ +Nyyy -"-+Nxxxx-"--+Nxxyy-"--+Nyyyy_" __ = 0. (30) 
vg xxy vg yyy vg xxxx vg xxyy vg yyyy 
Equation (30) is of the form of (9). It is special only in the sense that the coefficients 
can be written in terms of the four basic functions;, p, T and 17· Note that if 8 depended 
on x, y, t, g or any other derivatives of g, say gxx• then (30) would contain the corre-
sponding terms ;(88j8x), p(88j8y), Nxx(88j8gxx), etc. 
Differentiate (1) and substitute into (30) to get 
(~xx + ~yy) + gy(Nxxx + Nxyy)- gx(Nyxx + Nyyy) + Ny(gxxx + gxyy) 
-Nx(gyxx+gyyy)-v(Nxxxx+2Nxxyy+Nyyyy) = 0. (31) 
Equation (31) plus expressions for the various extensions are the tools required for 
determining the four unknown functions;, p, T and 17· The strategy for this is as follows. 
(1) Every term in (31) is of the form AB, where A is some partial derivative of g, 
p, T or 17 and B is a product of partial derivatives of g. Begin by gathering together 
terms which multiply the same combinations of derivatives of g. 
(2) Attend to those combinations which are identical to those which appear in (1). 
All the combinations in (1) (with ljr replaced by g) will appear in (31) and, for the 
coefficients which multiply these particular combinations, there are two possibilities 
which will permit (31) to be satisfied: either they are all zero [as must be true for the 
rest of the coefficients in (31)] or they are all equal (we choose the latter possibility), in 
which case they may be taken out as a common term multiplying (1). Equation (1) is, 
of course, equal to zero by the assumption that g(x, y, t) is a solution. 
(3) As was just stated in step 2, all the other coefficients multiplying the various 
combinations of derivatives of g are set equal to zero. 
(4) The result of steps 2 and 3 is a greatly overdetermined set of linear partial 
differential equations in the unknowns g(x, y, t, ljr), p(x, y, t, ljr), r(x, y, t, ljr) and 
17(x, y, t, ljr). Initial considerations of this large number of partial differential equations 
permit most of them to be eliminated, and only a very few play a role in ultimately 
determining£, p, 7 and 17· These are called the determining equations of the group. The 
following determining equations hold for both v = 0 and v =!= 0: 
Tx = Ty = ~: P.p = T"'_= 17ff = ~x!fr-= 17u!fr =~XX= ;yy =_Gxy = Pxx =.:.yy = Pxy = o,l 
Px - £u, Pu - Gx• 17x - Pt• 17u - Gt• 17t!fr - 2£tx• 17t!fr - 2pty> 
17xxu+17uuu = 17xxx+17yyx = 0, 17!fr+Tt-2Gx = 0. 
(32) 
Two-dimensional, unsteady, stream-function equation 
When v 9= 0, we have in addition the relation 
7lv = o. 
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{33) 
When the determining equations (32) and (33) are solved, the infinitesimals (10) 
result. 
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